
Committed to excellence in customer 
service as well as high standards for 
quality products, we will continue to 
meet the ongoing needs for gutter cover 
solutions and services. 
Leaf Terminator® protection is one 
of our many products that delivers 
proven high performance while 
providing a beautiful yet sound 
and economical solution to gutter 
protection needs.

www.guttertopper.com
Phone: 800.915.5888
Fax: 513.797.5200



he LEAF TERMINATOR® is made of 100% 
quality aluminum and is .024 inches thick. 

Its patented and interlocking design works to 
keep gutters clear and free flowing allowing 

for water to flow into the gutter while leaves and 
debris fall to the ground. The Leaf Terminator® is 
installed over existing gutters. It is screwed to the 
roof with deck screws and to the top of the gutter 
with color matching zip screws. The Leaf Termi-
nator® has a one inch overlap at each connection. 

The Leaf Terminator® underwent some of the most 
rigorous testing by PRI Technologies, a leading 
testing company for the nation’s top ranked roofing 
and construction organizations. The testing results proved that it’s engineered to 
last. The tests revealed without any doubt that The Leaf Terminator® can:
 
 • Rainfall of 22 inches per hour
 • Withstand winds up to 110mph 
 • Hold up to 1200 lbs. per square foot, which means heavy snow  
  and ice will not affect its performance.
 • Prevent leaves and debris from entering the gutter

The Leaf Terminator’s® patented design protects your property by eliminating 
the problems associated with clogged gutters. Leaf buildup adds more weight 
and strain on the gutters, slowly pulling your gutters away from the fascia result-
ing in expensive repairs. Gutter overflows can quickly cause damage to land-
scaping, ruin basements and destroy the foundation of a home or structure. 
Improperly cared for gutters can also lead to other serious and possibly more 
unnoticeable problems including, but not limited to mold, mildew and rot.

While protecting your home, The Leaf Terminator® will also add beauty and value. 
The uniquely designed cover custom fits to your gutters ensuring a proper fit while 
its low profile blends into the roof line. Leaf Terminator® is available in a variety 
of colors including genuine 16 oz. copper 
and is available in three sizes to accommo-
date 5 to 14 inch gutters:

1200 Series - for 5” Gutters
1500 Series - for 6” and 7” Gutters
2000 Series - for 8” - 14” Gutters

Our product blends directly into 
your existing gutters with easy in-
stallation, no mounting brackets or 
hangers for that attractive look to 
your home or structure that you de-
sire. Leaf Terminator® is compatible 
with all roof styles and can be uti-
lized with a heat cable to prevent 
ice and snow buildup.

In addition, not only do you increase 
the value of your investment, you 
eliminate the task and risk of gutter 
cleaning. More than 100,000 people  
a year suffer serious injuries from 
falls while on a ladder, the majority of 
these occur at heights as low as 10ft, 
the height of a single story home.  
The average cost of an injury from a 
ladder fall is $4,000 that is just upfront 
cost of hospital stays, prescriptions 
and physical therapy.                                  

Available in a variety of colors

Leaf Terminator® has a twenty year trans-
ferable paint finish warranty against chip-
ping or blistering. It has a transferable 
lifetime performance.
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When installing Leaf Terminator® on a home 
with a metal roof, the product should be 
bent to a 90° angle where it meets the gutter 
board.  The Leaf Terminator® is then attached 
to the gutter board and to the gutter for max-
imum strength.

Leaf Terminator®, the right 
investment!  


